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SHINE Horrocks Reward Camp!
SHINE loves to celebrate the successes of our girls. This
term we held a camp in Horrocks to reward the girls
who have made a significant increase in their school
attendance and behaviour. With individual student
contracts, we work closely with our girls to achieve
personal attendance goals, ensuring them a place on
camp. This term we took 28 students to Horrocks for 3
days. We went skurfing, visited the sand dunes, had
pamper nights and did yoga on the beach. All in all, we
had a blast together as a SHINE family.

Always challenging ourselves and learning new skills!

Engagement Dinner!
Our combined engagement dinners are always a time
of celebration of our student’s achievements
throughout the term. This time we went to Hogs Breath
and were lucky enough to have our Art Therapy
Presenters join us! This was a great opportunity for our
students to get to know some of our amazing
presenters on a more personal level and engage in
some beautiful conversation together.
Beach antics and selfies with Founder, Mandy Jolley

Yoga on the beach to finish off a great day

Founder, Mandy, welcoming some year 12 SHINE girls along
to dinner. They love to buddy up with our young girls and
share stories.
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SHINE girls hanging out with our Art Therapy Presenters

Shimmer & SHINE Keeps
Glowing!
Our John Willcock College have continued visiting local
Geraldton Primary Schools to share with the younger
girls all they have learned and love about SHINE. The
mentoring program has been hugely successful with
beautiful friendships being formed, knowledge being
shared and many, many girls learning they are a
princess, worthy of a great future. Well done SHINE
students, for sharing the SHINE love in our Community.

Our beautiful Jodie with a glowing Shimmer student

Save the Date SHINE
Graduation!
The SHINE inaugural Graduation is coming up and we
want to share it with you! Our Graduation is always a
beautiful time where we can reflect on the challenges
and successes of the year with our girls, be reminded
of how far they have come and celebrate their journey
and future. Please save the following details in your
calendar and come be a part of this celebration too:

SHINE students with the Shimmer girls!
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